
A02 and A03 design developments 



Mixed media 









Appliqué 



Stencilling 



Needle Felting



Free hand Embroidery



Wet on Wet



Water soluble 
Materials 



Quilting



Painted Fusible Web



Couching



Embellishment/Beading



Fabric 
Manipulation 



Fabric manipulation 











Sun printing
How does this technique work?

Water evaporates from the exposed 
surface of the fabric as it is heated 
by infrared energy from the sun.
The covered areas of the fabric are 
essentially protected from 
evaporation, making them wetter 
than the exposed fabric.

Water diffuses from the covered 
fabric to the drier exposed fabric, 
pulling the paint pigments along 
with it. The trick is to start with 
enough water to pull all the pigment 
out from under the items being 
printed. 

Top tips:
• Ensure your fabric is really 

wet and all items should 
be secure 

• Darker coloured paint 
works the best 

• Do not do this on a windy 
day 

• You may want to 
experiment with laying 
something clear over to 
hold down the leaves 



What do I need?
• 1 x tray and a plastic bag
• Paint brush 
• Acrylic paint – the darker the better (water this down 1:1 paint to 

water ) 
• Selection of leaves and foliage that you have collected 
• PLAIN cotton fabric - white or lighter the better, an old bed sheet or 

cotton T-shirt would work, you could use poly cotton too. 

Instructions:
1. Simply soak your fabric so its very wet, place it onto the plastic bag 

(bin bag on the tray).

2.   Apply a layer of watered down acrylic paint to the fabric so the fabric 
is now coloured. (I found darker paint worked best)

3.   Place the leaves down onto your fabric and take out into the sun to 
dry – make sure the leaves are in full contact with the material 

https://www.craftiments.com/2013/06/acrylic-paint-sun-prints-on-fabric.html

https://www.craftiments.com/2013/06/acrylic-paint-sun-prints-on-fabric.html


Nature Collage

https://www.carolinerees.co.uk/collecti
ons/floral-paper-collages

https://www.brwnpaperbag.com/2020/0
1/02/maggie-ramirez-burns-collage-art/
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https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/expl
ore/who-is/who-henri-matisse

https://www.carolinerees.co.uk/collections/floral-paper-collages
https://www.brwnpaperbag.com/2020/01/02/maggie-ramirez-burns-collage-art/
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/who-is/who-henri-matisse


What do I need?
• Previously pressed flowers or dried foliage (press them inside a book)
• Liquid glue preferably PVA / clear roller glue 
• A thick piece of card, cardboard, watercolour paper or mount board. 
• Scissors / Tweezers for tricky pieces could work 

Instructions:
1. Simply collect and layer a range of foliage and dried or pressed 

flowers to either create a background , scene, or try to recreate an 
image. 

2. Apply a layer of glue over each item you layer to build the collage 

3.   Allow to dry 
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What do I need?

• A selection of papers, magazine cut outs, found items 
anything that will add a burst of colour and texture. 

• Scissors 
• Craft knife and cutting mat for the more intricate paper cuts 
• Glue 
• A background, paper, card, board anything you can find. 

Instructions:
1. Simply cut shapes in the style of a natural form of your 

choice, you may wish to do a variety of shapes. 

2. Apply a layer of glue and layer a composition. 

3. Remember these can be as simple or as intricate as you like. 
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Check out Maggie Ramirez Burns on Instagram for some 
inspiration. 

Check out Henri Matisse and 
Caroline Rees. 



You will need:
A large, round-stick sushi mat

A piece of small-bubble, bubble wrap, slightly 
larger than the sushi mat

A piece of tutu net, slightly larger than the sushi 
mat

Merino wool top in your choice of colours, approx 
25-30 gms (1oz)

A water spray bottle
Washing-up liquid – any kind will do for this 

project
Scraps of wool yarn

1. Apply wool horizontally onto the bubble wrap

Step-by-step Felting



Make a second layer, but 
this time the wool fibres 
should run in the 
opposite direction. On 
the first layer the fibres 
ran west to east, but on 
the second layer the 
fibres will run north to 
south. 

Make a third layer of wool, 
with the fibres running west 
to east, in whatever colours 
you choose. 

You can stop at that if you want a plain 
piece of felt, or you can then randomly 
place scraps of wool yarn, open weave 
fabric or wisps of different colours of 
merino wool on top to embellish it. 

Step-by-step Felting



Place the tutu net over the wool and spray it with 
the soapy water until you think it’s saturated (but 
not swimming!). Push down with your fingers until 
it’s flat. If you’ve over-watered, mop it up with a 
small sponge - push it down onto the wool, 
through the net, and lift it straight up again so 
that you don’t disturb the fibres.

Roll up the wool and net, firmly, in the 
sushi mat as shown, until it’s 

completely rolled up like a Swiss roll. 
Grip it firmly in the middle, and tip it 
over a bowl to let any excess water 

drain away.
Place it on an old towel and roll the 
whole thing back and forth for about 

30 seconds. 
If you find that the bamboo mat 

loosens during rolling, you can secure 
it with a rubber band at each end or tie 

it up using the legs of old tights.



Gently rinse the finished felt in tepid water until 
the soap clears - add a dash of white vinegar to 

the final rinse.
Do not wring the water from the felt – roll it up 
and squeeze it gently then spread it out on the 

sushi mat (rinse the soap from the sushi mat first) 
and roll it slowly and gently for 10 rolls in each 

direction to smooth it out.
Felt will keep the shape in which it dries, so place 

the piece of felt on a rack (e.g. a cake cooling 
rack) and put it in a warm place to dry.



Equipment and Materials – Heat work 

• Heat Gun
• Iron
• Heat Press
• Hot Glue Gun
• Pyrography Tool
• Oven

Synthetic and Natural
You can check if your fabric is 
synthetic by applying a heat 
gun to the corner. Synthetic 
fabrics melt while natural 
fabrics burn, so if it puckers it 
is synthetic, if it starts to turn 
brown it is natural. If your 
fabric starts to turn brown-
STOP. It means your fabric is on 
the way to catching fire!



Fold your photograph in half 
or use a view finder to draw a 
section. Experiment with 
tonal pencil drawings and 
mark making abstract drawing 
styles. 



Drawing techniques 
Develop a series of 
observational drawings 
from primary and secondary 
photography. 

Use a range of media, 
backgrounds and styles. 











Watercolour developments 

Primary image 
Pencil developments 



Textures swatches 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKCsjNh6EPM&feature=yo
utu.be&fbclid=IwAR1A6b7mHSgbJfxAeo0S8JDoWutDCIC0QrkxY
5GmrsCLWOq_LYmO8h1xTUc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKCsjNh6EPM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1A6b7mHSgbJfxAeo0S8JDoWutDCIC0QrkxY5GmrsCLWOq_LYmO8h1xTUc


Task 1: Research chosen artist / artists 
Save all links to websites 

Task 2: Artist layout page for your artist 

Extension of learning: 
Produce an artist plan of how you could re create a piece 
of work by your chosen artist in your nature theme. 

5-12

•A moderate ability to effectively develop 
ideas through artist investigations.
• A moderate ability to demonstrate critical 
understanding of artist research.

12-16

• A consistent ability to effectively develop 
ideas through purposeful investigations.
• A consistent ability to demonstrate critical 
understanding of artist research.

17-20

• A highly developed ability to effectively 
develop ideas through creative and 
purposeful investigations.
• A highly developed ability to demonstrate 
critical understanding of artist / cultural 
research.

AO1 

Designer Research (A3)

• Clear title
• Brief intro to the artist / mind map 
• Images of the designers work
• Analysis of the designers work
• A textiles sample plan

LF: To explore the context through initial research. 



Lesley Richmond – Leaf Cloth Series
Leaf Cloth Dance 1

107cm x 107 cm

Healy and Burke – Fine art felt piece – Butterfly detail

LesleyRichmond.com

HeatherCollins.co.uk

Velda Newman

VeldaNewman.com

Wendy Moyer 
TextileArtistmx.com

Karl Blossfeldt

https://alisonwhateleydesign.co.uk/

Alison Whateley

http://www.atlasgallery.com/a
rtists/karl-blossfeldt

Julia Bland http://juliabland.net/

Sandra Meech
https://www.sandrameech.com/

Heather Collins 

Angie Lewin 

https://www.angielewin.co.uk/

Artist Research 

http://www.lesleyrichmond.com/
http://www.heathercollins.co.uk/
http://www.veldanewman.com/
http://www.textileartistmx.com/
https://alisonwhateleydesign.co.uk/
http://www.atlasgallery.com/artists/karl-blossfeldt
http://juliabland.net/
http://www.studio21textileart.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/SandraMeechNearNorth.jpg
https://www.sandrameech.com/
https://www.angielewin.co.uk/


Louise Watson Textile ArtistSian Martin Textile Artist

Susan Hotchkins

Carol Naylor

Deidre Adams

Marit Fujiwara

Maggi Hambling

Artist Research



Linda Harvey

Cas Holmes 

https://www.lindaharveytextiles.co.uk/






Louise Watson – development drawings into stitch 



Artist Research page 
Designer Research (double page)

• Clear title
• Images of the designers work
• Analysis of the designers work
• A textiles sample inspired by 

your photographs in the style of 
your designer

• Evaluation of your sample
• Higher Levels will include initial 

idea sketches 



LF: To use artist research to produce an artist study. 

Task: 

Sample in the style of your artist a minimum of 3 
images of your primary photography. 

Use a combination of art and textile techniques. 

For example: 
- Mono prints 
- Block prints 
- Felting
- Free Motion 
- Embroidery
- Applique 
- Fabric manipulation 

Extension : Annotate progress, demonstrate artist link 
and justify your design decisions. 

5-12

•A moderate ability to effectively 
develop ideas through artist
investigations.
• A moderate ability to demonstrate 
critical understanding of artist research.

12-16

• A consistent ability to effectively 
develop ideas through purposeful 
investigations.
• A consistent ability to demonstrate 
critical understanding of artist research.

17-20
• A highly developed ability to effectively 
develop ideas through creative and 
purposeful investigations.
• A highly developed ability to 
demonstrate critical understanding of 
artist / cultural research.

AO1 



Example plan 

Cardboard 

I am going to design a mark 
making print to add texture in 
the style of Angie Lewin. 



LF: To use artist research to produce an artist study. 

Task 1: Develop research of your chosen artist / artists 
Save all links to websites 

Task 2: Produce an artist layout page for your artist. 
Include info about the artist, analysis of their work.  

Extension of learning: 
Produce an artist plan of how you could re create a 
piece of textiles inspired by your artist research. 

5-12

•A moderate ability to effectively 
develop ideas through artist
investigations.
• A moderate ability to demonstrate 
critical understanding of artist research.

12-16

• A consistent ability to effectively 
develop ideas through purposeful 
investigations.
• A consistent ability to demonstrate 
critical understanding of artist research.

17-20
• A highly developed ability to effectively 
develop ideas through creative and 
purposeful investigations.
• A highly developed ability to 
demonstrate critical understanding of 
artist / cultural research.

AO1 



Choose 2 artists from my examples our source 
your own.  

Task: List at least 3 key features of your artist.

Think about the below:
• Are they: Traditional or contemporary,
• Key techniques they use?
• Why do you like them?
• How will your work reflect them, how do 

they link to your response of the theme 
textures?

• Lesley Richmond 
• Hayley and Burk 
• Heather Colins
• Velda Newman 
• Wendy Moyer 
• Alison Whately
• Karl Blossfeldt
• Julia Bland 
• Sandra Meech
• Angie Lewin 



Julia Bland
http://juliabland.net/

Key word bank: 
Weave, layers, 
colour, contrast, 
Yarn, string, lace, 
angles, 
geometric, 
Shape, dye, line, 
tone, shade 

Example Artist developments 

http://juliabland.net/


Louise Watson 

https://louisemaywatson.blogspot.com/

Key word bank: 
Weave, layers, colour, contrast, felting, 
embroidery, embellish, quilting, texture, 
scale, tone, 
shade, nature, machine embroidery, mixed 
media. 

Example Artist developments 

https://louisemaywatson.blogspot.com/


Techniques 
• Felting 
• Applique 
• Reverse applique 
• Hand embroidery 
• Machine sewing 
• Needle puncher 
• Couching 
• Tie Dye 
• Shibori
• Fabric manipulation 
• block print 
• lino print 
• screen print 
• stencils 
• embellishment 
• buttons / sequins / beads 
• zips 
• layers 
• pockets 
• piped seams 

• Fabric crayons 
• Fabric paints 
• Fabric dyes 
• Metallic paints 
• Brusho inks 
• Computer aided design 
• sublimation print 
• CAM embroidery machine 
• Heat press 
• Batik 
• Weave 

Plus many others you can research online 



Sun printing
How does this technique work?

Water evaporates from the exposed 
surface of the fabric as it is heated 
by infrared energy from the sun.
The covered areas of the fabric are 
essentially protected from 
evaporation, making them wetter 
than the exposed fabric.

Water diffuses from the covered 
fabric to the drier exposed fabric, 
pulling the paint pigments along 
with it. The trick is to start with 
enough water to pull all the pigment 
out from under the items being 
printed. 

Top tips:
• Ensure your fabric is really 

wet and all items should 
be secure 

• Darker coloured paint 
works the best 

• Do not do this on a windy 
day 

• You may want to 
experiment with laying 
something clear over to 
hold down the leaves 



What do I need?
• 1 x tray and a plastic bag
• Paint brush 
• Acrylic paint – the darker the better (water this down 1:1 paint to 

water ) 
• Selection of leaves and foliage that you have collected 
• PLAIN cotton fabric - white or lighter the better, an old bed sheet or 

cotton T-shirt would work, you could use poly cotton too. 

Instructions:
1. Simply soak your fabric so its very wet, place it onto the plastic bag 

(bin bag on the tray).

2.   Apply a layer of watered down acrylic paint to the fabric so the fabric 
is now coloured. (I found darker paint worked best)

3.   Place the leaves down onto your fabric and take out into the sun to 
dry – make sure the leaves are in full contact with the material 

https://www.craftiments.com/2013/06/acrylic-paint-sun-prints-on-fabric.html

https://www.craftiments.com/2013/06/acrylic-paint-sun-prints-on-fabric.html


Nature Collage

https://www.carolinerees.co.uk/collecti
ons/floral-paper-collages

https://www.brwnpaperbag.com/2020/0
1/02/maggie-ramirez-burns-collage-art/
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https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/expl
ore/who-is/who-henri-matisse

https://www.carolinerees.co.uk/collections/floral-paper-collages
https://www.brwnpaperbag.com/2020/01/02/maggie-ramirez-burns-collage-art/
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/who-is/who-henri-matisse


What do I need?
• Previously pressed flowers or dried foliage (press them inside a book)
• Liquid glue preferably PVA / clear roller glue 
• A thick piece of card, cardboard, watercolour paper or mount board. 
• Scissors / Tweezers for tricky pieces could work 

Instructions:
1. Simply collect and layer a range of foliage and dried or pressed 

flowers to either create a background , scene, or try to recreate an 
image. 

2. Apply a layer of glue over each item you layer to build the collage 

3.   Allow to dry 
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What do I need?

• A selection of papers, magazine cut outs, found items 
anything that will add a burst of colour and texture. 

• Scissors 
• Craft knife and cutting mat for the more intricate paper cuts 
• Glue 
• A background, paper, card, board anything you can find. 

Instructions:
1. Simply cut shapes in the style of a natural form of your 

choice, you may wish to do a variety of shapes. 

2. Apply a layer of glue and layer a composition. 

3. Remember these can be as simple or as intricate as you like. 
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Check out Maggie Ramirez Burns on Instagram for some 
inspiration. 

Check out Henri Matisse and 
Caroline Rees. 



Printing Techniques 

Lino printing Mono print and relief mono with nature  



https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=you+tube+pencil+shading&docid=6080509108440960
27&mid=53C1D770BB2EBB02FDF053C1D770BB2EBB02FDF0&view=detail&FORM=VIRE

Tutorials
Paint 

Pen

Pencil

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Pen+and+Ink+Shading&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq
%3dPen%2band%2bInk%2bShading%26FORM%3dVRIBIP&view=detail&mid=97A2122F894C98
8EB57397A2122F894C988EB573&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Pen+and+Ink+Shading&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq
%3dPen%2band%2bInk%2bShading%26FORM%3dVRIBIP&view=detail&mid=C42C12AFC3E555
7534B8C42C12AFC3E5557534B8&&FORM=VDRVRV

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+draw+textures&&view=detail&mid=EDA
9944A0B99A37D3771EDA9944A0B99A37D3771&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fse
arch%3Fq%3Dhow%2520to%2520draw%2520textures%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH
%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dhow%2520to%2520draw%2520textures%26sc%3D5-
20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D938A1847344E42A1A14D7D032D97BC6F

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+draw+textures&&view=detail&mid=627551A
031A471665C77627551A031A471665C77&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%
3Dhow%2520to%2520draw%2520textures%26qs%3Dn%26sp%3D-
1%26pq%3Dhow%2520to%2520draw%2520textures%26sc%3D5-
20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D938A1847344E42A1A14D7D032D97BC6F%26FORM%3DVDVVXX

Collage
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+collage+&&view=deta
il&mid=105EE5F4C723BAA1BDB5105EE5F4C723BAA1BDB5&&FORM=V
RDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dhow%2520to%2520collage
%2520%26qs%3Dn%26sp%3D-
1%26pq%3Dhow%2520to%2520collage%2520%26sc%3D8-
15%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D03368F15098D43519E5FD2F223579F43%26F
ORM%3DVDVVXX

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+collage+&&view=de
tail&mid=C72B62BAFEBE8E759E27C72B62BAFEBE8E759E27&&FORM
=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dhow%2520to%2520colla
ge%2520%26qs%3Dn%26sp%3D-
1%26pq%3Dhow%2520to%2520collage%2520%26sc%3D8-
15%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D03368F15098D43519E5FD2F223579F43%26
FORM%3DVDVVXX

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+collage+&&view=d
etail&mid=DB230AE351C3F7E1A176DB230AE351C3F7E1A176&&FO
RM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dhow%2520to%252
0collage%2520%26qs%3Dn%26sp%3D-
1%26pq%3Dhow%2520to%2520collage%2520%26sc%3D8-
15%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D03368F15098D43519E5FD2F223579F43%
26FORM%3DVDVVXX

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oj0ZZZmJDAA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orrAeW5Srx8&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1MG_Y1AR
d8Y-1SEBOe8wN2kJL6Gz75KRLUWj8L-4wa4HniGCrECbkuvtw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hO0Pz2j2JE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LuisNcF1uk

Fabric techniques

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=you+tube+pencil+shading&docid=608050910844096027&mid=53C1D770BB2EBB02FDF053C1D770BB2EBB02FDF0&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Pen+and+Ink+Shading&ru=/videos/search?q%3dPen%2band%2bInk%2bShading%26FORM%3dVRIBIP&view=detail&mid=97A2122F894C988EB57397A2122F894C988EB573&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Pen+and+Ink+Shading&ru=/videos/search?q%3dPen%2band%2bInk%2bShading%26FORM%3dVRIBIP&view=detail&mid=C42C12AFC3E5557534B8C42C12AFC3E5557534B8&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+draw+textures&&view=detail&mid=EDA9944A0B99A37D3771EDA9944A0B99A37D3771&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=/videos/search?q%3Dhow%20to%20draw%20textures%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dhow%20to%20draw%20textures%26sc%3D5-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D938A1847344E42A1A14D7D032D97BC6F
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+draw+textures&&view=detail&mid=627551A031A471665C77627551A031A471665C77&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=/videos/search?q%3Dhow%20to%20draw%20textures%26qs%3Dn%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dhow%20to%20draw%20textures%26sc%3D5-20%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D938A1847344E42A1A14D7D032D97BC6F%26FORM%3DVDVVXX
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+collage+&&view=detail&mid=105EE5F4C723BAA1BDB5105EE5F4C723BAA1BDB5&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=/videos/search?q%3Dhow%20to%20collage%20%26qs%3Dn%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dhow%20to%20collage%20%26sc%3D8-15%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D03368F15098D43519E5FD2F223579F43%26FORM%3DVDVVXX
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+collage+&&view=detail&mid=C72B62BAFEBE8E759E27C72B62BAFEBE8E759E27&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=/videos/search?q%3Dhow%20to%20collage%20%26qs%3Dn%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dhow%20to%20collage%20%26sc%3D8-15%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D03368F15098D43519E5FD2F223579F43%26FORM%3DVDVVXX
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+collage+&&view=detail&mid=DB230AE351C3F7E1A176DB230AE351C3F7E1A176&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=/videos/search?q%3Dhow%20to%20collage%20%26qs%3Dn%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dhow%20to%20collage%20%26sc%3D8-15%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D03368F15098D43519E5FD2F223579F43%26FORM%3DVDVVXX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oj0ZZZmJDAA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orrAeW5Srx8&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1MG_Y1ARd8Y-1SEBOe8wN2kJL6Gz75KRLUWj8L-4wa4HniGCrECbkuvtw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hO0Pz2j2JE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LuisNcF1uk
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